Dear Catherine and Leo: —

Not another day shall pass without my trebuie a line of greeting — for there is a day.

pass on — how quickly they go — but that I think

of you this time thoughtfully long for the return of

these days to other days.

Well, no get off in a blaze of glory —

the heavy lie was bound to be the thing by

block and tackle as surely as pulling a cap to

Snicker baffle. Dictator came up the

machine neighborhood under their power as gracefully

as the absence of a biplane with a

whole or more of spectators from town.

Our dear Cherrie, Rodney & his family
at the March -

A few the Mills which they the day you left - had we pumped from the 1894
Ragwell & Sons, for flaming purposes &
carried our supply for domestic purposes
from the Arlington in old Redgeon
which to the Way I stored in that the
2nd evening & gave for the choler and
$8.00 worth of farm next year.

Before I left I wrote you a
letter but never reached it for on the way I
found it had been some better
things about that importance Co. decided
I better wait & see if they did it
a change of heart about meeting their
obligation - as I'm just waiting to hear
THE ROCKEFELLER INSTITUTE
FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH
Eighth Street and York Avenue
NEW YORK

Convinced with Curiosity to Know—

Whether they pay or not, I wish you—
to know this it about ready to help you—
Meet all ideas of the free contractors—As much
worry on that score—My only regret is that
you have been subjected to all this annoyance—
As for the head: What the result is—
If necessary, I can get the western curve
reviewed by good people there here & get the
best possible advice as to chance of
Success for part of the funds to meet their
obligations—However, I hope by now
things have cleared up—If not about
hesitate to call on me—Only give me
As much time as possible, before the 29th expires, so that I can adjust my finances in care of Ted.

God indeed I thought of you last night. I'm sure you and girls are trek. Things are about Birthday. Check me down there - grown up before than.

God the more my love of them the more love. There's to many of the happier possible for you. M & 0

But a note from the Little Home to the Core - I hope the Lady don't forget the date - for them off to New York did you get the letters by Phone or was a Fred Lander - I asked that they be here I'm home they were.
Things have started off well as long as the Lake — the Enlargement assures this year.

Making the best of these — in my little group of heroic workers.

Al lecture has taken my place of his (see) function, but the addition of a few new pieces does it more than compensate.

Lake of 80 — in the shade.

Love of you — see you later than

In Margaret —

[Signature]